Bibliography for Smoke and Mirrors  
Prepared by Traci Timmons, SAM Librarian  

Books are available in the Reading Room of the Bullitt Library (Seattle Art Museum, Fifth Floor, South Building).  


Andy Warhol: a documentary film (video) by Rosenfeld, Donald et al. (Arlington, VA: PBS Home Video, 2006). VIDEO N 6537 W3  

Cities by Burns, Marsha. (Seattle: Henry Art Gallery, University of Washington, 1987). TR 647 B87 H4  


Glimpses: passing moments, captured thoughts: poems and photographs from the King County Poetry Bus Project by King County Metro Transit Poetry Bus Project. (Seattle: King County Public Art Program, 1997). TR 646 K56  


Hiroshi Sugimoto by Brougher, Kerry et al. (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2007). TR 647 S799 B7 2007  


Imogen! Imogen Cunningham photographs, 1910-1973 by Henry Art Gallery. (Seattle: Published for the Henry Art Gallery by the University of Washington Press, 1974). TR 647 C8 H4  


Rosemarie Trockel by Stich, Sidra et al. (Munich: Prestel-Verlag, 1991). N 6888 T68


Time stands still: Muybridge and the instantaneous photography movement by Prodger, Phillip et al. (New York: Iris & B. Gerald Cantor Center for Visual Arts at Stanford University in Association with Oxford University Press, 2003). TR 647 M8 P6

Time/Motion: Photographs by Eadweard Muybridge, Harold Edgerton and Jonathan Shaw by Shaw, Jonathan et al. (Dewi Lewis Publishing, 2004). On Order